Willingness to Non Priority Household Ration

Non- Priority RC holder has to visit the PBC/Gram Panchayat with all the family members for giving willingness to draw ration.

The applicant has to carry the documents mentioned below:

a) Existing Non priority Household Ration Card
b) EPIC of all eligible members (aged > 18 years) who desire to draw ration (compulsory)
c) UID/Aadhar Card of family members (if available)

➢ PBC activity:

- Enter the existing Eligible Non- Priority RC Number.
- Question to be asked as 'Do you want to draw Ration? 'With Yes/No.
- If 'Yes', Existing Details of the RC will be displayed in order to link the EPIC/UID numbers of all members of the family.
- Entry of EPIC is compulsory for all members above 18 years of age
- Entry of UID of the members (if available)
- Phone number of the RC holder to be entered.
- A screen to be provided for capturing Photo and Bio of family members.
  - Photo is compulsory for all the family members
  - If bio is already available, it has to be verified
  - If bio is not available, then it should be captured afresh.
  - Bio of Left Thumb to be captured compulsorily for members aged above 5 years. (Selection of Left thumb by default)
- Name of the members need to be deleted if Bio / Photo is not available.
- Submission of request.
- Print the Acknowledgement copy.